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Disaster recovery following server failure
Masteroast Coffee Company experiences sudden and catastrophic hardware
failure on a critical production server

Masteroast Coffee Company is an independently owned and operated coffee
roasting and packing facility based in Peterborough which ships to distributors UK
wide Their reliance on IT for operations is considerable.
In April 2014, the server providing files and control to the labelling operation failed
suddenly and catastrophically. In a busy production environment, this failure was
potentially an enormous obstacle to getting orders out of the door.

Andy Fawkes
Masteroast Coffee Co
“In 8 years of dealing with
EasylifeIT™ they have never
let us down”

About Disaster Recovery
Technology underpins every
aspect of our business
process, from operations to
sales and marketing through
to service and is arguably
critical to the survival of a
business . A robust disaster
recovery plan and process is
essential
About EasylifeIT™
Employing rigorous and
robust customer service
principles to deliver a unique
and exceptional IT support
experience
22 Orton Enterprise Cntr
Bakewell Road,
Peterborough. PE2 6XU

Challenges


Restoring operations for a critical function and resurrecting the capability on
a server with catastrophic hardware failure in a very short time frame.

Solution


Utilise a spare server chassis for recovery and reconfigure as required.

Process






Diagnose issue
Identify spare chassis
Swapped existing disk array into spare chassis
Reconfigured networking and IP addressing on new chassis to match old
Restore to network

Results





From initial flag on our monitoring system to fully operational took less than
4 hours
Spare server chassis plugged straight back into network with no need to
reconfigure applications or label printers
Negligible impact on operations with no orders delayed
Allowed time to plan and implement a replacement server without further
disruption of operations

“A really impressive outsourced IT outfit that is professional but human”
Call EasylifeIT™ free on 0800 043 9186 to discuss your technology support requirements

